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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

During the 2013-2014 academic year, Sunnyvale Plaza was analyzed to determine several alternative solutions to 

create cost or schedule savings within the design or construction process. Through extensive research and 

coordination with the project team, four primary areas were determined for the focus of each analysis. The 

following report consists of four analyses conducted through the senior thesis project. It is important to stress that 

this report is strictly educational and is not intended to evaluate the project team or their efforts. 

Analysis 1: Utilization of a Stormwater Harvesting System - Plumbing Breadth 

The first analysis consisted of determining the possibility of implementing a stormwater harvesting system within 

the hotel to cut water utility costs over a large period of time. Due to the large roof area, a great amount of water 

can be collected and stored for use as a non-potable water source. Implementing the system would create an up-

front cost of approximately $60,725 and an annual savings of approximately $27,765. This produces a payback 

period of approximately 2.5 years. After the payback period, the system will generate a savings of $27,765 per 

year. 

Analysis 2: Analysis of Current Excavation Method 

The second analysis consisted of researching and evaluating the excavation process utilized by the project team. It 

was determined that due to the complexity of the project site and surrounding public area that there was no other 

option that would benefit the construction process. The report also elaborates on the extreme safety concerns 

involved in the excavation process. 

Analysis 3: Removal of Renovated Building Section - Structural Breadth 

The southeast corner of the hotel consisted of a renovated Plumber’s Union Building that was maintained due to 

historical requirements. This analysis examined the cost and schedule changes when utilizing façade retention to 

preserve the exterior façade while demolishing the existing structure. The steel utilized for the retaining structure 

can be designed to be recycled into the building once the façade is reconnected to the lower superstructure, 

creating very little material costs. It was determined that utilizing the façade retention method would create a cost 

savings of approximately $832,700. The façade retention method will also allow the hotel construction to finish 

approximately 30 days earlier than expected. This schedule decrease was evaluated in further detail within 

Analysis 4. 

Analysis 4: Profitability of Early Scheduled Opening 

The final analysis consisted of examining the profitability of forecasting an earlier opening date for the hotel. The 

original opening date fell just after The National Cherry Blossom Festival, a large festival with a large demand for 

tourism. Three similar hotels were examined throughout several months to determine the total average rate for a 

similar hotel room during the months of January, February, and March. Utilizing the 30 day decrease in the 

construction schedule from the façade retention method in Analysis 3 allowed the hotel to forecast an opening 

date just before the festival. This created a total revenue of approximately $14,482,000. After factoring an 

expected occupancy and profit margin, it was determined that the hotel can generate approximately $1,588,000 in 

profit during the festival. The two weeks of construction that was eliminated from the construction duration also 

created a general conditions savings of approximately $1,864,000. Thus, the total profit from opening one month 

early is approximately $2,139,227. 
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PROJECT INFORMATION 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

The concept for Sunnyvale Plaza came in 1999 with a proposal to construct a convention headquarters 

neighboring the city’s convention center. Initial estimates proposed that the hotel would cost roughly 

$200 million, which would need to be reduced by about $30 million in order to be profitable. A proposal 

from a nearby hotel to expand into a convention headquarters was also vying for approval, but was later 

rejected due to a risk of poor revenue production. The September 11 attacks on the United States 

caused a substantial economic downturn that postponed the awarding of the proposal until late October 

of 2002. Economists alleged that the initial financing proposal was controversial in that it would lower 

sales tax revenue within the area. In April of 2004, the city council began debating on whether or not to 

consider building the headquarters on a different site. On December 3, 2004, the council voted in favor 

of continuing the plan to build on the original site. On August 22, 2005, the Plumbers Union Building was 

sold to the developer to obtain more of the property to develop. In June of 2006 the first financing 

package was approved by the council and in February of 2007 private financing came together to 

complete the proposal. On September 24, 2007, after several reconsiderations for the size of the hotel 

to reduce financing, the developer signed an agreement to jointly finance the hotel. Ground was finally 

broken on November 10, 2010 and construction began. 

Sunnyvale Plaza is a 752,000 square foot high-rise hotel surrounded by a dense city within the Eastern 

United States. Consisting of several ballrooms and restaurants, the hotel will be able to support guests 

for the 11 stories of guestrooms. The below-grade floors will also include parking garage space and a 

concourse to the convention center next door. The hotel is also constructed on the same lot as two 

existing buildings in opposite corners. This creates a challenge of implementing one of the buildings into 

the new structure and avoiding disruption of the other. 
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Building Name: “Sunnyvale Plaza” 

Location and Site: Mid - Atlantic Region, United States 

Occupancy: Principal: 
R-1 Residential 
Secondary:  
Group A-2: Restaurants 
Group A-3: Meeting Rooms, Ballrooms, Exhibit Halls 
Group B: Meeting Rooms, Office Space, Commercial Kitchens 
Group M: Retail 
Group S-1: Loading Docks, Storage 
Group S-2: Parking, Boiler Room, Mechanical, Electrical, Storage 

Approximate Size: 752,000 S.F. Gross Floor Area 

Number of Stories: 22 Floors, 15 Above Grade 

Owner: Withheld By Request 

Architect: Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback, P.C. 

General Contractor: Hensel Phelps 

Construction Manager: Hensel Phelps 

Structural Engineer: GEI Consultants, Inc. 

MEP Engineer: GHT Limited 

Civil Engineer LLC Consulting Engineers 

Landscape Architect: Lee and Associates, Inc. 

Table 0-1: Sunnyvale Plaza Contract Information 

Construction Start: April 2012 
Estimated Construction Completion: May 2014 
Project Delivery Method: Design - Build / Guaranteed Maximum Price 

 

HISTORICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Plumber’s Union Building located in the southeast corner of the jobsite is historically recognized and 

required to be maintained and incorporated into the new construction. The Union Building consists of a 

5,000 square foot building footprint and seven above grade levels. The structural system within the 

building will be maintained and the levels will be converted into guestrooms and a fitness area. 
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CLIENT INFORMATION 

Sunnyvale Project is a new facility that is an expansion of a very successful franchise throughout the 

United States. The contract consists of a Design - Build, Guaranteed Maximum Price contract. Due to the 

complexity of each portion of the hotel construction, a higher amount of contractors were involved 

compared to a typical construction project. 

 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The existing project site consists of two building located in opposite corners of each other. The 

northwest corner of the lost includes an existing PEPCO Substation that will remain within the site as a 

separate building. The construction area is very close to the substation, and at some places is within feet 

of the closest walls. The other existing building is located in the southeast corner which creates an acute 

angle within the site. This brick building will be stripped and renovated to tie into the new construction. 

The exterior brick façade and structural components will be maintained due to historical requirements. 

These two buildings create a more restricting construction area that requires the care and attention of 

additional properties. The project site is also located within a dense city between two popular and 

heavily used streets. 

The natural water table is located approximately 40 feet below-grade. As the excavation is expected to 

extend to approximately 135 feet below-grade, the shallow water table creates limitations within the 

excavation process. 

 

BUILDING SYSTEMS OVERVIEW 

ARCHITECTURE 

Sunnyvale Plaza is a 22 story structure with 11 floors of guest rooms and 7 floors below grade. A small 

existing building on the corner of the lot is implemented into the construction and façade of the new 

building. The hotel consists of 1,175 guest-rooms, 87 meeting rooms, and 49 suites. The first and second 
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Figure 0-1: Excavation of Level M1 

Figure 0-2: Level M1 Slab-On-Grade 

Figure 0-3: Excavation of Level M2 

Figure 0-4: Level M2 Slab-On-Grade 

floors of the hotel also include five restaurants. A 30,000 square foot grand ballroom and two 10,800 

square foot junior ballrooms are located just below the first level followed by a multi-level parking 

garage for valet parking services. The center of the structure features an open atrium through all 15 

above-grade stories with a statue piece. Within the garage, a concourse passageway was added to enter 

the neighboring parking garage. This concourse created complications with protecting the street and 

mechanical pipes overhead. 

 

EXCAVATION AND SUBSTRUCTURE 

Sunnyvale Plaza required a very unique excavation process. Due to the 

extensive depth of the hotel, typical excavation practices would not be 

possible. The project team utilized a top-down excavation process in 

which each below-grade slab was poured on-grade then excavated from 

underneath. Several areas were left open through each slab to allow for 

cranes and larger equipment to transport the excavated material out of 

the site. The slurry wall acted as the exterior shoring during construction. 

This excavation process, although necessary, was very lengthy and 

required an entire year more than typical excavation processes. 

Ground was broken on November 10, 2010 for Sunnyvale Plaza. Due to 

the more complicated excavation process, construction was expected to 

be extended by an entire year. Each below-grade slab was poured on-

grade, then excavated underneath. This process was done one level at a 

time down to the bottom level. Utilizing this unique method made it 

possible to excavate to such a large depth below the street. A slurry wall 

construction was also used to secure the subgrade levels. The perimeter 

of the building was excavated, reinforced, and poured first. This slurry 

wall created a suitable shoring method and a secure subgrade exterior 

support system. 
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SUPERSTRUCTURE 

Sunnyvale Plaza contains a very unique structural system that began during the excavation process. The 

below-grade structural system consists of steel columns encased in concrete with typical reinforcement. 

A slurry wall also extends around the entire substructure, up to 115' below-grade. The slurry wall 

consisted of 4,000 psi normal weight concrete. Every below-grade slab was poured on-grade and 

excavated underneath. Slabs consist of typical composite metal decking and normal weight concrete. 

The concourse construction creates the need for temporary steel columns while excavating through 

each slurry wall. The underground utilities also needed to be temporarily supported during construction. 

The superstructure consists of precast concrete beams and columns with typical reinforcing bars. Steel 

columns typically ranged from W14x90 to W14x342 with two W14x665 columns. Concrete columns and 

beams ranged in size from 12x12 to 50x66. 

The superstructure utilizes pre-cast columns and beams with a steel composite deck. Utilizing pre-cast 

assembly methods created a faster erection process for the above-grade structure. The entire above 

grade structure took about four months to complete. The structural frame was broken into two towers, 

North and South. 

 

MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

The mechanical system for Sunnyvale Plaza consists of a variable air volume system. Six cooling towers 

are located on the roof of the hotel while several air handling units are located on the first floor, third 

floor, and all below-grade levels. The above-grade mechanical rooms are located near each corner of the 

building. These rooms are typically electrical rooms on other floors. Each guestroom consists of a fan coil 

unit to control and condition the room separately. Electric heating coils are utilized for heating of the 

hotel. The atrium skylight is expected to provide a substantial amount of direct sunlight heat throughout 

the year which will most directly translate to the lobby and restaurants. 
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

Sunnyvale Plaza utilizes a 460/265 electrical distribution system which is provided by The Potomac 

Electrical Power Company. The hotel consists of nine 460/265 Volt, 4,000 Amp switchboards that turn 

down to 208 Volt, 400 Amp panelboards. Panelboards are located within the three electrical room on 

each of the above-grade levels. Electrical rooms are located near each corner primary corner of the 

building near the elevator lobbies. The emergency power panelboards are located on the below-grade 

levels. The emergency power runs vertically up the entire tower and branches around each floor. 

 

BUILDING ENCLOSURE 

The underground garage exterior utilizes a slurry wall construction, which is not very common within the 

area. The slurry wall was considered the most economical way to construct and excavate the 

underground portion of the structure. Above ground, the façade consists of metal and glass panels 

utilizing a curtain wall construction. This curtain wall consists of 2,400 wall units and 29,000 punched 

window units. Storefront glass, steel sunshades, and glass cable walls also make up portions of the 

curtain wall. 

 The primary roof consists of a glass skylight, about the size of a football field, to allow light into the 

atrium. A majority of the overall roof consists of this glass covering. Around the skylight are several roof 

pieces at varying levels. Lower roof pieces located at the top of the existing structure and across the 

front edge of the building are utilized for rooftop terraces and picnic areas. The roof, in whole, consists 

of 5,200 square feet of rooftop terrace overlooking the city center. 

The first phase of the building envelope began late in February of 2013. While this side of the curtain 

wall began early, the other sides did not begin until April. The first phase was the North Elevation, 

followed by the West Elevation, East Elevation, and South Elevation. The procedure for the envelope 

construction began with the installation of the exterior frame and punch windows. Once the frame was 

secured, the primary curtain wall components were installed. These consisted of hundreds of metal 

panels and windows. Each elevation of the curtain wall consisted of a duration of about 100 - 150 

workdays. 
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BUILDILNG FIT-OUT 

The primary mechanical and electrical chases are located within the four corners of the building. 

Neighboring the elevator areas are telecom/data and mechanical/electrical rooms. These rooms are 

used to house panelboards and vertical shafts for ducts and mass conduit runs. 

 

LEED SUSTAINABILITY 

The project team is pursuing a LEED Silver certification with a total of 36 expected points for Sunnyvale 

Plaza. There are also 5 extra points that are a possibility, which would be enough to earn LEED Gold 

certification. The hotel will be one of the largest hotels in the United States to earn a LEED certification. 

LEED credits being pursued include Alternative Transportation, Water Efficient Landscaping, Storm-

water Design, Heat Island Effect, Construction Waste Management, Low-Emitting Materials, and 

Innovation in Design. 

 

SCHEDULE 

In June of 2006 the first financing package was approved by the council and in February of 2007 private 

financing came together to complete the proposal. On September 24, 2007, after several 

reconsiderations for the size of the hotel to reduce financing, the developer signed an agreement to 

jointly finance the hotel. The official Request For Proposal was released in April of 2001, for a 1,100-

room convention headquarters hotel. The original design created 1,500 rooms. After various attempts 

to gather funding, the hotel design was scaled back from the original design to 1,150 rooms. Sunnyvale 

released details of the design in October of 2008. The design was submitted to the National Capital 

Planning Commission late in 2008 and approved early in February of 2009. The project began 

construction in July of 2011. 

Sunnyvale Plaza is expected to reach substantial completion on March 28, 2014 and open for use on 

April 25, 2014. The total project duration is approximately 34 months to final completion. Table (0-2) 

shows the breakdown of scheduled phases throughout the construction process. The following section 
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also defines schedule risks and acceleration scenarios as well as the critical path of the construction 

phases. 

Phase Start Date End Date Duration 

Design 11/1/2008 3/27/2013 1149 

Procurement 12/26/2012 8/16/2013 168 

Excavation & Substructure 3/25/2013 7/15/2013 81 

Superstructure 4/2/2013 7/15/2013 75 

Building Envelope 2/22/2013 11/13/2013 189 

Building Fit-Out 8/1/2012 3/12/2014 421 

Finishes 2/4/2013 3/17/2014 291 

Table 0-2: Summary Schedule 

 

CRITICAL PATH 

The phases that drive the project schedule most consist of the excavation and the skylight construction. 

The slurry wall construction and excavation are the most extensive and critical phases of the project 

schedule as the rest of the structure relies heavily on the completion of the substructure. Both the 

substructure and skylight are crucial parts of the critical path and require attention. 

The construction of the superstructure cannot begin until the substructure of Level S3 has been 

completed. Therefore, the excavation and substructure must stay on track to ensure that the 

superstructure construction can begin on-time. Also, the superstructure can only reach the eleventh 

floor above grade until the rest of the substructure is secured. Thus, it is critical that the substructure 

stays on schedule to ensure that the superstructure can continue to advance during construction. 

The skylight structure is also a very important part of the critical path. The structural components of the 

skylight cannot be installed until the superstructure is complete. Therefore the skylight is the last 

structural element installed in the superstructure. The finishes for Sunnyvale Plaza cannot be installed 

until the building is sealed and conditioned. Therefore the final pieces of glass around the perimeter 

need to be installed before most of the finishes can begin. Due to the installation of the large statue, the 
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skylight installation is already limited to other activities being completed and must be closely monitored 

within the schedule. 

 

SCHEDULE RISKS 

As mentioned in the previous section, a major risk for the project is the high quality finishes being 

installed in the guestrooms that make up a majority of the hotel. Theses finishes cannot begin until the 

skylight is completed and the building is dried in. It is crucial to avoid damaging any of the finishes due 

to the tight schedule of all of the guestrooms. If any damages are reported, extra work will need to be 

done to maintain the schedule. Due to the high amount of guestrooms in the hotel, it would be difficult 

to make up for any delays due to damages. 

As a major hotel located in a city center, there is high risk in completing on time. The hotel consists of 

1,175 guestrooms, which generate a high amount of revenue. Due to this, the liquidated damages for 

each day that the hotel is not open is very high. As a convention center hotel, events and rooms are 

already being booked for the weeks immediately after the opening date. 

 

Figure 0-5: Skylight Construction Figure 0-6: Skylight Construction 
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SCHEDULE ACCELERATION 

Due to the size and complexity of the project, it was difficult to pinpoint specific schedule acceleration 

strategies.  Several strategies were utilized to help keep the schedule on track during different phases of 

construction. Acceleration techniques are continually being implemented when problems arise 

throughout the construction phases. Most techniques are minor and require extra work to catch up. 

Using a Short Interval Production Schedule helped keep the finishes of each guestroom on schedule. 

Accelerating the schedule to an earlier completion date was not heavily pursued due to the goal of 

creating a conference hotel. The primary purpose of Sunnyvale Plaza is to create a conference center 

hotel compared to a heavily used tourist hotel. 

 

SHORT INTERVAL PRODUCTION SCHEDULE - SIPS 

The use of a Short Interval Production Schedule was very important for this type of project. A SIPS is a 

detailed schedule that focuses on a day-to-day or weekly construction process. It is utilized for a process 

that is very repetitive and consistent throughout the entire progression. With over 1,000 hotel suites 

that are identical throughout the entire building, Sunnyvale Plaza is a prime situation to utilize this type 

of schedule. A separate SIPS was developed for the guestrooms and core corridors for all of the above-

grade floors. The SIPS that was utilized for the guestrooms incorporate all portions of the typical hotel 

suite on a five day interval per section of each tower. Each floor is separated into two phases, North 

Tower and South Tower, and within each tower there are four more detailed phases. Each phase makes 

up approximately 14 hotel suites. As each phase in a tower is completed, the contracting team moves to 

the next phase and continues to the next floor. 

It is important to maintain consistent movement throughout the guestrooms on each floor. Due to the 

high capacity of the short interval production schedule, if one team falls behind, the entire schedule can 

be delayed. This can cause a great constructability challenge for the entire finishes phase of the project. 

By utilizing a short interval production schedule, completion of each phase can be more closely 

monitored to ensure that the schedule is on-time. Utilizing this strategy to keep the schedule on track is 

not necessarily an acceleration technique, but surely creates a consistent and efficient work flow. It is 

difficult to determine, but can be a benefit to the overall project schedule. 
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5 Day Interval 

5 A                                                               

5 B                                                               

5 C                                                               

5 D                                                               

6 A                                                               

6 B                                                               

6 C                                                               

6 D                                                               

 
 
 

  Frame Ceilings & Walls 
 

  Door Installation 
 

  Carpet Installation 

  Drywall Installation 
 

  Vinyl Wall Covering & Caulking 
 

  Install Entry Doors 

  Shower Wall & Tile Installation 
 

  Accessories & Misc. 
 

  Install Lighting 

  Paint 
 

  Electric & Trim 
 

  Punchlist Corrections 

  Plumbing Trim 
                 

Figure 0-7: SIPS Summary Schedule 

 

PROJECT COST EVALUATION 

The prime cost for the entire project is approximately $500 million. This cost seemed fairly high for a 

hotel within the Mid-Atlantic City. This extreme cost can be expected due to the complexity of the 

construction process and unique additions within the building. These additions include an underground 

concourse with an elaborate reorganization of the underground utilities and the extensive excavation 

process due to the complicated project site. 

The data shown in Table 0-3 is based on RSMeans 2013 cost distribution data for a hotel, 8-24 story. This 

data was collected to approximate the breakdown of costs for each major system within the hotel. The 

system costs are calculated from the actual prime cost and RSMeans breakdown of sub-total building 

costs. 
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Building Cost Evaluation 

 Cost Cost / Sq. Ft 

Prime Cost $    500,000,000.00 $         665.00 

Building Systems 

Superstructure $      66,000,000.00 $           87.78 

Exterior Enclosure $      48,500,000.00 $           64.51 

Plumbing $      95,500,000.00 $         127.02 

HVAC $      51,500,000.00 $           68.50 

Fire Protection $      24,500,000.00 $           32.59 

Electrical $      46,500,000.00 $           61.85 

Table 0-3: Building Cost Evaluation 

 

BUILDING SYSTEMS COST 

The assemblies MEP estimate was assessed using Reed Construction RSMeans Data. The estimated cost 

for the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing system totaled $78,200,105. This cost is translated to 

approximately $104 per square foot. This is substantially lower than the RSMeans construction costs 

breakdown. Analysis of this cost breakdown yields several possibilities for error. 

The construction cost breakdown for the plumbing system was extensively higher than the other 

building systems. This is believed to be inaccurate as it is roughly double the cost of any other system. 

Calculating an average building systems cost for the other systems yields a cost of roughly $43 million 

per building system. 

Another source of error originates from the lack of options available within RSMeans Data. This made it 

difficult to choose the exact components that make up the mechanical and electrical system. 

Components that were similar were chosen for any components that were not available. Certain 

components were substantially different and needed to be extrapolated to make up for the extensive 

size difference. This limited data can create various errors throughout the entire estimate that in-turn 

add up to a substantial difference for each building system. 
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Assemblies Item Overall Cost Percentage of Cost 

Mechanical System  $  38,858,400.00  50% 
Electrical System  $  13,685,365.00  18% 
Plumbing System  $  16,932,960.00  22% 

Total Assemblies Cost  $  78,200,105.00    

Cost / S.F.  $                103.99    

Table 0-4: Assemblies Systems Breakdown 

The structural system of Sunnyvale Plaza differs between the substructure and superstructure. The 

below-grade structure consists of steel columns and a slurry wall construction. The superstructure is 

made up of all concrete construction and steel deck. The substructure is unique in that it is also 

connected to the neighboring convention center. This created a complicated condition for working 

underneath an active street. The complete structural system was estimated to cost about $47 million 

using a detailed structural estimate method. The total cost for the structural system using RS Means 

Square Foot Analysis was estimated at $66 million. This detailed estimate is approximately 29% less than 

the square foot approximation. This can be due to and value engineering utilized to succeed on such a 

complicated project. Reed Construction Data RS Means Online was utilized to estimate the structural 

components. The following descriptions define the breakdown of each structural system. 

Structural Item   Cost   Breakdown  

 Total Structural Cost   $             47,000,000.00  - 

 Steel Construction   $               8,400,000.00  18% 

 Atrium Construction   $               1,240,000.00  3% 

 Slurry Wall Construction   $               9,800,000.00  21% 

 Concrete Structural System   $             27,000,000.00  57% 

Table 0-5: Structural Systems Breakdown 

 

GENERAL CONDITIONS COST 

The general conditions estimate was created utilizing a general project team format for the general 

contractor and conditions represented by the construction process. The general conditions estimate 

includes the field personnel on the project team, all temporary utilities utilized on the jobsite, insurance, 
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scheduling, and other contingencies. Reed Construction Data RS Means Online was utilized to estimate 

the general conditions components. 

General Conditions Summary 

 Total Cost Cost / Month 

General Conditions $    22,360,661.02 $    657,666.50 

Table 0-6: General Conditions Summary 

Field Personnel 

The general contractor utilizes a unique project team. This project team consists of two field engineers 

and three office engineers.  There are also numerous levels of superintendents which include area 

superintendents, project superintendents, and general superintendents. The project also included 

project engineers, project managers, and executive project managers. Employing such an extensive 

project team was necessary due to the complexity and size of the project. This produced a much larger 

field personnel cost. 

 Field Personnel: $ 8,750,000 

Office Trailers 

A minimal amount of trailers were utilized for the project team. The available area around the building 

perimeter was very small, and did not allow any room for office trailers. Therefore, trailers were staged 

on a neighboring parking lot and had minimal space to take advantage of. This produced a lower cost in 

office trailer use. 

 Office Trailers: $ 18,000 

 

Temporary Utilities 

The most extensive part of the temporary utilities was the power needed for the entire project and to 

light the entire building. All 22 floors were being utilized at the same time and needed temporary 
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lighting. The temporary utilities included three tower cranes, one near each corner of the building. 

Other temporary utilities consist of restrooms, heating for two winters, fences, and waste management. 

 Temporary Utilities: $ 1,006,911 

Commissioning 

Commissioning is a very important part of any complicated project today. Measurement and Verification 

was a crucial portion of the final schedule and generated a substantial cost towards the general 

conditions estimate. 

 Commissioning: $ 1,250,000 

Due to the high general conditions costs, any schedule delays can result in substantially more loss. Just 

one week of extra work can cost up to $30,000. Therefore it is inherent that the project schedule is 

maintained and closely controlled to reflect the completion date. 
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ANALYSIS 1: UTILIZATION OF A STORMWATER HARVESTING SYSTEM - PLUMBING BREADTH 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Water utilities where Sunnyvale Plaza is located are very expensive. With such a high volume of 

restroom facilities located within the hotel, the water utility is a major expense to the hotel manager. 

The hotel consists of 1,175 guestrooms, 49 suites, 5 restaurants, and 5 below-grade levels with meeting 

rooms and ballrooms. There are approximately 1,365 restrooms consisting of 1,534 water closets, 1,468 

sinks, and 1,347 showers. The hotel is estimated to utilize approximately 437,000 gallons of water every 

day, adding up to approximately 157 million gallons annually. This amount of water can cost 

approximately $760,000 in potable water utilities annually. Stormwater utility bills can also add 

substantial costs to the annual cost of maintaining the hotel. 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RESEARCH 

Stormwater harvesting systems can create a large amount of reusable water for the mechanical and 

plumbing systems. With such a high volume of restroom facilities located in Sunnyvale Plaza, utilizing a 

water recycling system can be of great benefit. Pursuing a stormwater harvesting system will also earn 

several LEED points that can improve the overall certification of the hotel. “LEED 2009 (v3) has a total of 

12 points available for stormwater, wastewater and water efficiency. Runoff reduction can meet both 

water quality and water quality requirements for stormwater, which provides 2 points. Reducing or 

eliminating potable water for outdoor use offers up to 4 points and reducing potable water for indoor 

use provides up to 4 points. Finally, innovative wastewater strategies offer 2 points” (Contech 

Engineered Solutions LLC, 2013). 

Utilizing a stormwater harvesting system may create more up-front costs, but can generate substantial 

long-term savings and improve the value of the hotel. It is also important to analyze the construction 

schedule increase due to the addition of the system. This analysis will include a plumbing breadth 

analysis. 
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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS GOALS 

Implementing a stormwater harvesting system will create long-term savings for the hotel manager. 

Although up-front costs may deter the choice to implement a collection system, long-term financial 

analysis will prove that the system is a cost-effective solution to minimizing water usage within the city. 

The rainwater collection system will also generate more LEED points and increase the value of the hotel. 

Reducing the amount of potable water needed and the amount of stormwater being drained away from 

the building will create substantial long-term savings due to the high cost of utilities in the city. The 

system will include a rooftop collection system and piping through the elevation of the hotel to the 

storage tank within the basement. 

 

PLANNING AND PRECUREMENT 

Research was completed to create an estimate for the amount of water used during a typical day of 

operations. The amount of water was estimated based on the amount of guestrooms and restroom 

facilities located throughout the hotel. It is assumed that the rainwater collection system will not be able 

to gather enough rainwater to fulfill the entire hotel, therefore this analysis focuses on just the restroom 

facilities and not the restaurants located on the first and second floor or the mechanical systems. 

Research concluded that a typical hotel room consisting of one bed uses a maximum of 329 gallons per 

day and a minimum of 166 gallons per day. This averages to approximately 243 gallons per day. This 

creates approximately 157,400,000 gallons of water used in the guestrooms annually. This amount of 

water will be utilized to estimate the amount of savings while utilizing the stormwater harvesting 

system. Table 1-1 illustrates the breakdown of water usage per bed. 
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Annual Beds Gal / Bed / Year Gal / Year 

Bed - Min 1800 59,967.00 107,940,600 

Bed - Max 1800 114,915.00 206,847,000 

Average 1800 87,441.00 157,393,800 

    
Monthly Beds Gal / Bed / Month Gal / Month 

Bed - Min 1800 4,998.00 8,996,400 

Bed - Max 1800 9,577.00 17,238,600 

Average 1800 7,287.50 13,117,500 

    
Daily Beds Gal / Bed / Day Gal / Day 

Bed - Min 1800 166.60 299,880 

Bed - Max 1800 319.23 574,620 

Average 1800 242.92 437,250 

Table 1-1: Water Usage Breakdown  

The roof area was examined to determine the amount of rainwater that can be collected from the hotel. 

Research was completed on the amount of rainfall per year within the city and the expected amount of 

rainwater during each storm. Data was collected from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration Average Rainfall Database (Average Rainfall, 2014). The full rainfall data can be found in 

Appendix A. These estimates were calculated utilizing the average amount of time between storms and 

the average amount of stormwater per month during the previous year. Based on this calculation it is 

estimated that approximately 17,455 gallons of water can be collected from each storm throughout the 

year. The amount of rainwater gathered is also compared based on the duration of the storm. Table 1-2 

and Table 1-3 illustrate the rainwater collection calculations. 

Month Roof Area (sq. ft.) 
Total Accumulation 

(cubic feet) 
Accumulation / 
Day (cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (gallons) 

January 84143 19,703.49 635.60 4,754.58 

February 84143 18,371.22 656.12 4,908.07 

March 84143 24,401.47 787.14 5,888.23 

April 84143 21,456.47 715.22 5,350.17 

May 84143 27,977.55 902.50 6,751.16 

June 84143 26,505.05 883.50 6,609.03 

July 84143 26,154.45 843.69 6,311.24 

August 84143 20,544.92 662.74 4,957.62 

September 84143 26,084.33 869.48 6,504.13 

October 84143 23,840.52 769.05 5,752.87 

November 84143 22,227.78 740.93 5,542.50 

December 84143 21,386.35 689.88 5,160.66 

Average 
  

762.99 5,707.52 

Table 1-2: Monthly Rainwater Collection 
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Accumulation / 
Month (cu. ft.) 

Accumulation / 
Day (cu. ft.) 

Accumulation / 
Hour (cu. ft.) 

Accumulation / 
Storm (10 storms / 

Month) 
 

23,334.83 777.83 32.41 2,333.48 cu. ft. 

   
17,455.62 gallons 

Table 1-3: Rainwater Accumulation 

Utilizing the entire roof area creates too large of an area to appropriately collect rainwater throughout 

the year. The roof will be split into two zones with separate collection paths leading to the underground 

storage tank. The zones meet at the peak of the glass skylight, assuming that the rainwater will 

appropriately split at this peak. The rest of the zones are made up by the different levels and open area 

neighboring each half of the skylight. The two zones can be seen in Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2. The red 

zone consists of a surface area of approximately 36,791 square feet and the blue zone consists of a 

surface area of approximately 47,352 square feet. The red zone consists of 43.7% of the total roof area 

and the blue zone consists of 56.3% of the total roof area. The separation of these two zones will allow 

for appropriate filtration before entering the storage tank. This does substantially increase the cost for 

roof drainage pipes to the filtration systems.  

 

 

 

Figure 1-1: 2-Dimensional Zone Distribution   Figure 1-2: 3-Deminsional Zone Distribution 
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Table 1-4 illustrates the rainwater collection calculations for the red zone and Table 1-5 illustrates the 

rainwater collection calculations for the blue zone. 

Month Roof Area (sq. ft.) 
Total 

Accumulation 
(cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (gallons) 

January 36791 8,615.23 277.91 2,078.91 

February 36791 8,032.70 286.88 2,146.02 

March 36791 10,669.39 344.17 2,574.59 

April 36791 9,381.71 312.72 2,339.33 

May 36791 12,233.01 394.61 2,951.90 

June 36791 11,589.17 386.31 2,889.76 

July 36791 11,435.87 368.90 2,759.55 

August 36791 8,983.14 289.78 2,167.69 

September 36791 11,405.21 380.17 2,843.89 

October 36791 10,424.12 336.26 2,515.41 

November 36791 9,718.96 323.97 2,423.42 

December 36791 9,351.05 301.65 2,256.47 

Average 
  

333.61 2,495.58 

Table 1-4: Rainwater Collection - Red Zone 

Month Roof Area (sq. ft.) 
Total 

Accumulation 
(cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (gallons) 

January 47352 11,088.26 357.69 2,675.67 

February 47352 10,338.52 369.23 2,762.05 

March 47352 13,732.08 442.97 3,313.64 

April 47352 12,074.76 402.49 3,010.84 

May 47352 15,744.54 507.89 3,799.26 

June 47352 14,915.88 497.20 3,719.27 

July 47352 14,718.58 474.79 3,551.69 

August 47352 11,561.78 372.96 2,789.93 

September 47352 14,679.12 489.30 3,660.24 

October 47352 13,416.40 432.79 3,237.46 

November 47352 12,508.82 416.96 3,119.07 

December 47352 12,035.30 388.24 2,904.20 

Average 
  

429.38 3,211.94 

Table 1-5: Rainwater Collection - Blue Zone 
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RESULTS 

The implementation of a rainwater recycling system via collection across the entire roof area allows for 

an average of 1.31% savings in potable water utilities within the hotel. Although this may seem small, it 

creates a substantial amount of long term savings through water utility costs. Table 1-6 illustrates the 

amount of savings per month throughout the year. 

Month 
Roof Area (sq. 

ft.) 
Accumulation / 
Day (cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (gallons) 

Gall / Day Used % Savings 

January 84143 635.60 4,754.58 437,250 1.09% 

February 84143 656.12 4,908.07 437,250 1.12% 

March 84143 787.14 5,888.23 437,250 1.35% 

April 84143 715.22 5,350.17 437,250 1.22% 

May 84143 902.50 6,751.16 437,250 1.54% 

June 84143 883.50 6,609.03 437,250 1.51% 

July 84143 843.69 6,311.24 437,250 1.44% 

August 84143 662.74 4,957.62 437,250 1.13% 

September 84143 869.48 6,504.13 437,250 1.49% 

October 84143 769.05 5,752.87 437,250 1.32% 

November 84143 740.93 5,542.50 437,250 1.27% 

December 84143 689.88 5,160.66 437,250 1.18% 

Average 
 

762.99 5,707.52 437,250 1.31% 

Table 1-6: Total Rainwater Collection 

Table 1-7 illustrates the breakdown of monthly savings for the red zone and Table 1-8 illustrates the 

breakdown of the monthly savings for the blue zone. 

Month 
Roof Area (sq. 

ft.) 
Accumulation / 
Day (cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (gallons) 

Gall / Day Used % Savings 

January 36791 277.91 2,078.91 437,250 0.48% 

February 36791 286.88 2,146.02 437,250 0.49% 

March 36791 344.17 2,574.59 437,250 0.59% 

April 36791 312.72 2,339.33 437,250 0.54% 

May 36791 394.61 2,951.90 437,250 0.68% 

June 36791 386.31 2,889.76 437,250 0.66% 

July 36791 368.90 2,759.55 437,250 0.63% 

August 36791 289.78 2,167.69 437,250 0.50% 

September 36791 380.17 2,843.89 437,250 0.65% 

October 36791 336.26 2,515.41 437,250 0.58% 

November 36791 323.97 2,423.42 437,250 0.55% 

December 36791 301.65 2,256.47 437,250 0.52% 

Average 
 

333.61 2,495.58 437,250 0.57% 

Table 1-7: Monthly Savings - Red Zone 
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Month 
Roof Area (sq. 

ft.) 
Accumulation / 
Day (cubic feet) 

Accumulation / 
Day (gallons) 

Gall / Day Used % Savings 

January 47352 357.69 2,675.67 437,250 0.61% 

February 47352 369.23 2,762.05 437,250 0.63% 

March 47352 442.97 3,313.64 437,250 0.76% 

April 47352 402.49 3,010.84 437,250 0.69% 

May 47352 507.89 3,799.26 437,250 0.87% 

June 47352 497.20 3,719.27 437,250 0.85% 

July 47352 474.79 3,551.69 437,250 0.81% 

August 47352 372.96 2,789.93 437,250 0.64% 

September 47352 489.30 3,660.24 437,250 0.84% 

October 47352 432.79 3,237.46 437,250 0.74% 

November 47352 416.96 3,119.07 437,250 0.71% 

December 47352 388.24 2,904.20 437,250 0.66% 

Average 
 

429.38 3,211.94 437,250 0.73% 

Table 1-8: Monthly Savings - Blue Zone 

The estimated amount of water utilized by the hotel guestrooms creates approximately $63,000 in costs 

every month. The stormwater utility also costs approximately $1,500 every month. Table 1-9 illustrates 

the breakdown of water utility costs within the city. This data was collected via the DC Water and Sewer 

Authority (2014). The full water and sewer rate data can be found in Appendix C. 

Water Rate 
Ccf (Hundred 
Cubic Feet) 

1,000 Gallons Gallons Used Total Cost 

Monthly $    3.61 $    4.83 13,117,500 $    63,357.53 

Annual $    3.61 $    4.83 157,393,800 $  760,212.05 

     

Stormwater Fee 
per ERU 

(Equivalent 
Residential Unit) 

ERU / Guestroom Guestrooms Total Cost 

Month $    2.67 0.473 1,175 $     1,483.92 

Table 1-9: City Water Rates 

The total annual savings for the potable water utility amount to approximately $9,960. The total annual 

savings for the stormwater utility amount to approximately $17,800. If the stormwater fee is negotiable, 

a total of $27,800 can be saved each year. Table 1-10 illustrates the total savings available by 

implementing a stormwater harvesting system. 
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Water Utility 

Savings / Month $        829.98 

Savings / Year $     9,958.78 

Stormwater Utility 

Savings / Month $     1,483.92 

Savings / Year $    17,807.03 

Total Savings 

Savings / Month $     2,313.90 

Savings / Year $    27,765.81 

Table 1-10: Total Available Savings 

 

The costs of implementing the rainwater storage system include a 25,000 gallon fiberglass storage tank, 

a submersible sump pump to carry the rainwater, two 5,500 square foot filtration stations, and 

miscellaneous equipment needed to complete the system. Two pumps are required due to the high 

surface area available across the roof. This is why the roof is split into two zones for drainage. A 25,000 

gallon tank was utilized to store the rainwater. It is estimated that approximately 17,500 gallons of 

water will be collected during each storm throughout the year. Table 1-11 illustrates the estimated 

amount of storms per a typical month within the location of Sunnyvale Plaza. Table 1-12 illustrates the 

expected amount of rainwater accumulated per storm throughout the year. 

 

Minutes Between 
Storms 

Hours Between Storms Hours / Month Storms 

4536 75.6 732 9.68 

Table 1-11: Estimated Storms per Month 

 

Accumulation / 
Month 

Accumulation / 
Day 

Accumulation / 
Hour 

Accumulation / 
Storm (10 storms / 

Month) 
 

23,334.83 777.83 32.41 2,333.48 cu. ft. 

174,556.21 5,818.54 242.44 17,455.62 gallons 

Table 1-12: Expected Rainfall per Storm 
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Below is listed the breakdown of components required for the rainwater collection system. The cost 

breakdown is also illustrated in this figure. RSMeans Cost Data information can be found in Appendix B. 

Product Code Item Quantity Unit Cost / Item Total Cost 

221113740160 
Pipe, Plastic, 

Fiberglass - 6" 
Diameter 

100 L. Ft. $           66.84 $     6,684.00 

221426133920 
Roof Drain 6" 

Pipe 
2 Each $         814.63 $     1,629.26 

221426134920 
Roof Terrace 
Drain 6" Pipe 

1 Each $         768.05 $        768.05 

221429167160 

Rainwater 
Pump, 

Submersible 
Sump - 1/2 HP 

1 Each $         388.46 $        388.46 

221453132100 

Rainwater 
Storage Tank, 

Fiberglass - 
25,000 Gallon 

1 Each $     48,707.10 $    48,707.10 

221455103210 

Rainwater 
System Vortex 

Rainwater Filter 
- 5,500 SF 

2 Each $       1,273.86 $     2,547.72 

      

 
Total 

   
$      60,724.59 

Table 1-13: Rainwater System Takeoff 

The total cost of the stormwater harvesting system in 2014 amounts to approximately $60,725. This cost 

is extrapolated to estimate the projected dollar value throughout the next four years. This extrapolation 

was calculated by determining the average inflation rate over the past 14 years. The full table of data 

can be found in Appendix D. “This Inflation Table provides the current U.S. Inflation Rate plus Monthly 

Inflation Rate data back to January 2000” (McMahon, 2014). This helps estimate the exact payback 

period for the cost of implementing the system into the hotel. The estimated payback period consists of 

2.35 years. Table 1-14 and Table 1-15 illustrate the payback period calculations. 
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3 Year Payback Cycle 

Cost of System: 
2014  

Annual Savings 

$    60,724.59 
 

$    27,765.81 

   

2 Year Inflation Dollar Value: 2016 
Payback Period 

(Years) 

4.87% $    63,681.01 2.29 

   

3 Year Inflation Dollar Value: 2017 
Payback Period 

(Years) 

7.30% $    65,159.22 2.35 

   

4 Year Inflation Dollar Value: 2018 
Payback Period 

(Years) 

9.74% $     66,637.43 2.40 

Table 1-14: Payback Period Estimation 

 

Cost of 
System 

Duration Payback Year Inflation Rate Dollar Value 
Payback 

Period (Years) 

$    60,724.59 1 2015 2.43% $     62,202.80 2.24 

$    60,724.59 2 2016 4.87% $     63,681.01 2.29 

$    60,724.59 3 2017 7.30% $     65,159.22 2.35 

$    60,724.59 4 2018 9.74% $     66,637.43 2.40 

$    60,724.59 5 2019 12.17% $     68,115.64 2.45 

$    60,724.59 6 2020 14.61% $     69,593.85 2.51 

$    60,724.59 7 2021 17.04% $     71,072.06 2.56 

$    60,724.59 8 2022 19.47% $     72,550.27 2.61 

$    60,724.59 9 2023 21.91% $     74,028.48 2.67 

$    60,724.59 10 2024 24.34% $     75,506.69 2.72 

Table 1-15: Payback Period Estimation 

 

CONSTRUCTABILITY 

Implementing the rainwater collection system into the hotel will create extra work during the 

construction phase. It is important to ensure that the extra work will not create any delays in the critical 

path. It is estimated that the total duration of the system will take 17 work days. This is not a critical 

extension to the overall schedule because the critical path primarily consists of the structural elements 
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and enclosure of the hotel. The principal concern with delays is the installation of the storage tank. This 

tank will require a crane to lower it into the staging area. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that the stormwater recycling system be implemented into the new building design. 

The long-term savings create a payback period of approximately 2.35 years, with a profitability of 

approximately $28,000 each year after the payback period. The system also creates a higher value for 

the overall hotel and can earn several points towards the next level of LEED certification. 
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ANALYSIS 2: ANALYSIS OF CURRENT EXCAVATION METHOD 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

The project team was required to utilize top-down excavation for Sunnyvale Plaza. This excavation 

process took an extensive amount of extra time to complete. The duration was estimated to be an 

entire year more than typical excavation methods. The only benefit of utilizing top-down excavation was 

to allow the team to begin construction upward before the excavation was complete.  

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RESEARCH 

The excavation process utilized by the project team consisted of a top-down excavation. This procedure 

included pouring each below-grade slab as an on-grade pour with various openings located throughout 

the slab, then digging the soil out from underneath. Once the first three levels below grade were 

completed, construction upwards to the eleventh level was allowed to begin. The top-down excavation 

was found to be necessary due to the depth that the excavation was required to achieve and as a result 

of the two existing structures located on-site. 

The removal of soil was the most extensive process 

throughout the entire excavation. Aside from the 135 

foot depth of excavation, the soil needed to be 

removed through a tunneling process. This process was 

difficult due to unforeseen circumstances throughout 

each level. The columns that were poured were not 

perfectly aligned and would not always sit where they 

were expected to on each floor. This created a guessing 

game for the tunneling crew while moving throughout each level. As the levels were cleared, the soil 

was removed through openings within each slab. The first three slabs below grade consisted of four 

openings to allow for the removal of the soil. All of the levels below the first three only utilized two 

openings for the soil removal. The soil was lifted from each level utilizing a specially designed bucket via 

the cranes located on-site. The slow process of removing the soil created a lengthy excavation process. 

Figure 2-1: Sunnyvale Plaza Elevation 
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It was especially limiting because the soil was relocated to an off-site location that was only open during 

typical work hours. This created a limiting window of time for soil removal from the jobsite. Weather 

also played a major role in delaying the excavation process. Any type of inclement weather halted the 

excavation process for the day. 

Each slab could not be poured until several trades performed 

work on the in-slab materials. First, structural steel and 

reinforcing was placed within the building. Once the steel 

was placed, large steel plates were welded together to create 

shear studs. Finally, electrical and plumbing trades place in-

slab materials. 

A large amount of soil was also required to stay at the edge 

of each slab against the slurry wall. This soil was required until the slabs reached full structural strength. 

This soil helped retain the slurry wall and hold the slabs while they cured. 

 

LOCATION 

The location of the project site was very constraining towards the type of excavation that was available. 

The project exists within a tight city block in a large metropolitan area. This location created several 

critical problems involved in a typical construction process. “One of the largest concerns was the 

amount of noise generated from the hammering of H-Piles involved in a typical excavation shoring 

technique” stated David Webb, Director of Safety at Hensel Phelps (2014). Driving each H-Pile into the 

ground would create a substantial amount of noise for the neighboring area, which would become a 

problem for the project team. The driving of H-Piles would also create large amount of vibration in the 

area. These vibrations would likely disrupt the two existing buildings located within the project site. 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Excavation Elevation Detail 
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EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The buildings located within the project site also create a critical problem for the excavation process. 

The pressure of the two buildings, located in opposite corners from each other, create extra force on the 

excavated area. This extra force would likely cause a cave-in if traditional excavation and shoring 

methods were employed. This also created limited room that would be allowed for tie-backs within 

traditional shoring. Tying back into the ground would not be available in the corners where the buildings 

are located. Tie-backs are also not available in many other areas throughout the project site. 

A project engineer familiar with the project, 

stated that “the location of the hotel was a big 

factor because you couldn’t tie back the walls’ 

(Engineer, 2014). The project site is surrounded 

by two primary road systems and two minor 

streets. These primary roads have a significant 

amount of underground utilities that would 

obstruct the use of tie-backs on the East and 

South sides of the excavation. The East side also 

includes the concourse tunnel underneath the 

street, which generates even less area available for tie-backs. 

The project team also determined that the natural water table was located approximately 40 feet below 

grade. This created an extensive amount of moisture for the lower below-grade levels and produced a 

higher risk of cave-in below 40 feet. Water pumps were utilized to lower the water table to the full 

depth of the excavation and were used throughout the entire excavation process. 

 

EXCAVATION DIFFICULTIES 

The sheer size of the excavation created the need for an excessive amount of large structural elements. 

To perform a traditional excavation would require too large of H-Piles for the project site which would 

also require equipment that was larger than what the project team had available. The size of the H-Piles 

Figure 2-3: Excavation Opening 
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and structural elements that would be required for a typical excavation was too excessive for the small 

project site and would be too tall to utilize within a city. 

 

SAFETY 

Another major concern of the excavation was the safety of the procedure. The primary concern for 

utilizing traditional excavation methods was that the surrounding soil would cave into the excavated 

area due to the depth of the area and the weight of the existing buildings. The excavated area was 

approximately 135 feet deep, which would require extensive support from traditional shoring methods. 

The additional restriction of tie-back usage would result in minimal support for the surrounding soil, 

thus allowing the risk of a cave-in.  

The slurry wall was also a high risk 

factor involved in the chosen 

excavation process. The entire depth of 

the slurry wall was dug out to fill with 

reinforcement and concrete. This 

concluded with a hole that was 

approximately 135 feet deep and 

several feet wide. The reinforcing steel 

was built on site to the full depth, then 

lowered into the slurry hole. This 

created a large steel structure within 

the project site, which was also a safety concern. 

High pressure pump lines were used to fill the entire slurry hole with concrete. Aside from being very 

dangerous to work around, if the lines were to blow a massive release of pollutants would be released. 

As the project site is located in a heavily urban area, an enormous discharge of pollutants is a high 

concern for the project team. The concrete utilized with the pumps had a very low consistency. This type 

of concrete was utilized to ensure that the concrete would be able to reach the full depth of the slurry 

hole without creating a honeycombing flaw. The concrete also needed to pass through the rebar that 

Figure 2.4: Project Site 
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was placed into the slurry hole. This low consistency concrete created the risk of a laborer to sink within 

the slurry hole while the concrete was being poured. If a laborer were to fall into the slurry concrete 

while it was still fluid, there would a high chance that he could sink underneath the surface. 

Another major safety concern during the top-down excavation method was the tunneling underneath 

each below-grade slab. This tunneling procedure consisted of digging out the soil underneath each slab 

to create a surface to pour the next slab-on-grade. Several openings were left in the slabs to dig out the 

soil underneath after the curing process was completed. A total of four openings were left in the first 

three slabs and two openings were left in each of the remaining slabs. Also, each slab could not be 

poured until several trades performed work on the in-slab materials. 

Heavy equipment was lowered into the openings once the initial soil was removed. This equipment was 

utilized to excavate the soil from underneath each slab where the openings did not allow. This 

equipment produced a large amount of exhaust within the underground spaces. Aside from the exhaust 

from equipment as the excavation process grew deeper oxygen levels began to drop. Standard mining 

ventilation methods were utilized to ensure that the oxygen levels in the lower levels were safe enough 

to perform work. An expert in ventilation design for tunnels was employed full time to ensure safe 

ventilation procedures and continuous air monitoring was performed throughout the construction 

process. 

A safety program was also implemented to ensure safe tunneling and underground work procedure. All 

employees involved in the below-grade work enrolled in the tunneling safety program. A confined space 

rescue program was coordinated with a confined space rescue team. Practice for the rescue program 

was performed semi-regularly during the excavation process. 
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ANALYSIS 3: REMOVAL OF RENOVATED BUILDING SECTION - STRUCTURAL BREADTH 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

The brick union building that is located on the southeast corner of the project site will be renovated and 

included in the new hotel construction. This existing building created a large amount of deconstruction 

work and temporary structural requirements throughout the lower levels. Complicated concrete 

construction also took place within the lower levels of the existing structure. This created a lengthier 

construction process and other unforeseen delays.  

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RESEARCH 

The union building was kept as a historic 

feature of the new hotel. Efforts to keep 

the façade of the existing building through 

façade retention will be analyzed to 

maintain the historic brick feature of the 

hotel. The building is fairly small, but 

accounted for a lengthy deconstruction 

process. Several key additions within the 

lower floors also took extensive time. This 

can all be avoided with the construction of 

a new building. 

The existing building also created problems with the excavation process, leading to a much more 

extensive excavation. The benefits of completely destroying the existing building may lead to 

unforeseen benefits in the excavation process. 

Utilizing façade retention can create faster approach to incorporating the historical elements of the city 

while still remaining sustainable. In a study of the sustainable development of façade retention, Elisavet 

Dimitrokali (2010) stated that “façade retention serves sustainability to a certain extend by creating 

Figure 3-1: Image of Existing Building 
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contemporary interior spaces for the occupants, by maintaining heritage for next generations, by 

gaining financial aid and extra profit, by reducing embodied and operational energy compared to that 

used for the existing building and by re‐using existing structures and not creating extra waste.” Ensuring 

that the façade retention method is economically feasible for the construction team will be a primary 

goal for the analysis. 

 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS GOALS 

Utilizing façade retention to allow for the complete demolition of the Plumber’s Union Building may 

allow for a more productive and efficient construction process. Allowing for the complete demolition 

will allow the new construction to take the place of the existing building, instead of utilizing an old 

structural system. This will employ a newer structural system and add value to the hotel. Although costs 

may increase due to the use of new construction materials, the schedule is expected to decrease 

substantially due to the ease of construction. Utilizing this schedule decrease in conjunction with an 

earlier opening date will allow for a greater increase in revenue. This increased revenue will counteract 

the extra cost of the new construction materials. 

The schedule may also decrease due to the elimination of unforeseen problems while renovation occurs. 

“Hidden costs are common in renovations: issues that are not obvious without penetrating ceilings, 

walls or grade-level slabs. As-built drawings for older buildings, even if available, do not accurately 

represent existing conditions or the level of construction quality” (Vazzano, 2013). The project team 

encountered several problems within the lower levels of the building renovation that created delays in 

the project schedule. Utilizing new construction will avoid any unforeseen delays and allow for the 

owner to create a building to best suit their needs. 

 

PLANNING AND PRECUREMENT 

The preliminary design parameters were determined through research and interviews with structural 

engineers with experience within the Mid-Atlantic Region. Several initial factors led to the design of the 
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façade retention system. The primary factors included the size of the façade and the maximum 

allowable distance from the façade to build the retention structure. Jeff Overmiller recommend to first 

identify the distance from the building that can be utilized for a bracing system. He stated that “site 

parameters drive the type of system utilized for the wall’ (Overmiller, 2014). The bracing system will be 

constructed around the exterior of the façade. This will allow for the easiest construction of the 

structural frame where there is no existing building. This will also avoid the complication of 

deconstruction and new construction around the structural frame. 

Since the street was initially closed for construction to below-street utilities, a large amount of room 

was available for the construction of the façade retention structure. The system was expected to form 

similar to a standard truss system with concrete blocks located at the street level to act as dead weight. 

This weight will keep the structure from overturning due to wind. Structural rakers are also typically 

used as a façade retention system. Due to the height of the Plumber’s Union Building a truss system will 

be utilized.  

The façade retention structure consists of horizontal steel 

beams that are channeled against the exterior and interior 

faces of the wall across each window level. These beams 

are connected utilizing a through bolt to grab onto the wall. 

Vertical steel columns are then connected to the exterior 

horizontal beams approximately 17 feet apart. The vertical 

truss system is then connected to the vertical steel columns 

to create a system of structural bracing elements. This 

bracing system will transfer the load of the wind to the 

concrete blocks located on the street.  

The horizontal wall span was estimated by utilizing the equivalent distance of the vertical wall spans 

between each level. It is assumed that if the wall can span that height while being structurally stable, 

then it can appropriately handle the same horizontal wall span. Therefore the floor to floor height 

directly relates to the approximate horizontal span of each truss system. 

Figure 3-2: Façade Retaining Structure 
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The structural frame will be laterally braced at every joint and utilize pinned connections for each beam 

connection. Lacing on the outside will also keep the bracing plane. Although the primary force will come 

from the wind load pushing perpendicularly on the structure, it is important to maintain that the frames 

are braced against each other as well. 

The initial analysis that was conducted 

involved determining the wind load that 

may be present on the wall during 

construction. This load would ultimately 

transfer throughout the truss system to the 

concrete blocks located at the opposite 

corner of the load. These concrete blocks 

must contain enough normal-weight 

concrete to ensure that the façade and 

retaining structure will not overturn. 

 

STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

The total façade that required retention support consisted of a 126 foot wall along the east street and a 

53 foot wall along the south street. These walls were made up of four inch red brick on twelve inch 

concrete masonry units. Both walls are approximately 95 feet tall, and will employ seven occupied 

levels. 

The wind load design was calculated in 

coordination with ASCE 7-10: Minimum 

Design Loads for Buildings. The existing 

structure was classified as Risk Category 

III. Risk Category III consists of buildings 

and other structures, the failure of which 

could pose a substantial risk to human 

Figure 3-3: Pinned Steel Connection 

Figure 3-4: Façade Rendering 
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life. This category was required due to the density of the surrounding area.  

ASCE Chapter 26 was utilized to determine the general requirements of the wind load calculations. 

Figure 26.5, which can be found in Appendix E consists of basic wind speeds for Occupancy Category III 

Buildings. The maximum wind speed for the designed location was estimated to be 120 miles per hour. 

This value is a nominal design load for a three second gust wind at 33 feet above ground level. 

ASCE Chapter 28: Wind Loads on Buildings was utilized to determine the primary force on the façade. 

The force located within the first twenty percent of each wall consisted of a 22.8 pound per square foot 

force. This was approximately the first 25 feet of the east wall and 5 feet of the south wall. The 

remaining length of each wall would sustain a force of 15.1 pounds per square foot. Therefore the 22.8 

pound per square foot load was utilized to calculate the force on the steel retention structure. 

The initial plan was to utilize a steel truss frame at every 8.5 foot interval along each wall. This was later 

changed to approximately twice the distance, placing each truss at 17 foot intervals. The distance was 

changed due to the low amount of force transferred from the wind load. Utilizing a 17 foot interval 

creates a 17 foot section of wall transitioning force to each truss frame.  

Horizontal cross beams were placed at each window opening level, at approximately twelve foot 

intervals. The effective wall area per beam created a total force of approximately 9,000 pounds per 

cross beam. This force will ultimately transition to the vertical truss sections. The window area was then 

removed from the effective area to create a total 

force of 7,900 pounds. Utilizing a safety factor of 1.2 

allowed for a load of 9,500 pounds per connection to 

the truss system. 

The calculation of force throughout the truss system 

was done utilizing standard truss calculations 

employed in Engineering Mechanics and Physics 

courses at Penn State University. The calculations can 

be found in Appendix F.  

Figure 3-5: Retained Façade Rendering 
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The general steel length and forces for each member included in the truss framing system is defined in 

Table 3-1. Utilizing this table allowed for the calculation of total steel needed for estimating purposes. A 

standard W8x31 steel beam was utilized to fulfill the structural loads within the system. The same beam 

was utilized to create consistency within the system and to be utilized within the hotel structure once 

the façade retention is completed. 

Beam: Force (lb): L. F. Size: 
Allowable 

Load (kips): 

AB 18,602 18.5 W8 x 31 162 

AC 11,957 24 W8 x 31 101 

BC 3,230 18.5 W8 x 31 162 

BD 14,250 24 W8 x 31 101 

CD 15,372 18.5 W8 x 31 162 

CE 9,301 24 W8 x 31 101 

DE 15,372 18.5 W8 x 31 162 

DF 14,250 24 W8 x 31 101 

EF 1,465 18.5 W8 x 31 162 

EG 19,955 24 W8 x 31 101 

FG 1,465 18.5 W8 x 31 162 

FH 14,250 24 W8 x 31 101 

GH 17,137 18.5 W8 x 31 162 

GI 5,705 12 W8 x 31 283 

HJ 27,378 2 W8 x 31 374 

     

 
Horizontal Beams 2530 W8 x 31 

 

 
L.F. Per Truss: 287.5 

  

 
Total Steel Length: 6267.50 

  

Table 3-1: Steel Beam Schedule 

The final load found on the concrete dead weight at the street corner of the façade retention structure 

was found to be approximately 27,400 pounds. Utilizing an approximate weight of 3,915 pounds per 

cubic yard for normal weight concrete, an estimated 7 cubic yards per truss would be needed to provide 

enough weight to prevent the structure from overturning. Utilizing a concrete block with the dimensions 

of 2 yards x 2 yards x 2 yards creates a concrete block of eight cubic yards. This allows for enough weight 

to sustain the façade retention. 
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RESULTS 

The results and comparison of utilizing a façade retention process in place of the renovation process 

employed by the construction team are outlined below. Most data, when not obtainable through 

existing data collection was determined through RSMeans Cost Data. RSMeans Cost Data can be found 

in Appendix G. 

 

FAÇADE RETENTION AND NEW CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATE 

Two different estimates were completed to approximate the cost of the new building construction to 

replace the Plumber’s Union Building. The only phases of construction that were utilized are the 

deconstruction of the existing building, the demolition of the existing building, and the construction of a 

new structural system. All other phases are assumed to be completed with negligible difference in cost. 

The first estimate involved utilizing the detailed structural takeoff to determine the value of the 

structural system throughout the entire building. An assumption was made that if the existing building 

were destroyed and rebuilt, it would directly reflect the structural system of the new construction for 

the hotel. Therefore, the cost per square foot for the structural concrete and steel of the addition of the 

hotel was determined utilizing a previous detailed structural takeoff. This cost per square foot was then 

used to calculate the general cost of the area in which the Plumber’s Union Building is located. This 

estimate concluded a cost of approximately $1,950,000 for the new structural addition. 

   Structural Cost: Steel Structural System $      8,400,000.00 

 
Concrete Structural System $    27,000,000.00 

 
Total: $    35,400,000.00 

   Cost / SF: Steel Structural System $                     11.17 

 
Concrete Structural System $                     35.90 

 
Total: $                     47.07 

   Plumber's Floor Area Per Floor $               5,172.00 

 
Total: $            41,376.00 

   Structural Estimate Structural Cost / Floor $          243,469.15 

 
Total Structural Cost $      1,947,753.19 

Table 3-2: New Construction Square Foot Extrapolation 
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The second estimate consisted of utilizing RSMeans Construction Data to estimate the cost for a new 

hotel of seven stories and 70,000 square feet of floor area. The structural systems were then pulled 

from that whole building estimate to determine the cost of building a new structure. This estimate 

concluded a cost of approximately $2,180,000 for the new structural addition.  

Line Item Description Cost 

A1010 Standard Foundations $              66,000.00 

A1030 Slab on Grade $              52,500.00 

B1010 Floor Construction $        1,383,500.00 

B1020 Roof Construction $            173,500.00 

B2010 Exterior Walls $            502,500.00 

 
Total $        2,178,000.00 

Table 3-3: New Construction RSMeans Estimate 

Utilizing these two estimates averages a total cost of $2,063,000 for the addition of a new structural 

system to replace the Plumber’s Union Building. 

Estimate Description Cost 

Estimate 1 Extrapolation $      1,947,753 

Estimate 2 RSMeans Takeoff $      2,178,000 

 
Average: $      2,062,877 

Table 3-4: New Construction Average 

Additional costs involved in replacing the Plumber’s Union Building includes the cost of the façade 

retention structure. The retaining structure consists primarily of steel structural columns and concrete 

dead weight anchors blocks. The structure consists of approximately 6,300 linear feet of structure steel 

beams. Typical W8x31 columns were chosen to fulfill the demand of the wind load on the truss framing. 

Normal weight concrete would be utilized to prevent from overturning.  

Line Number Description Unit Bare Material Bare Labor Bare Equipment Total O&P 

51223790250 W8x31 L.F. 338,319.65 34,596.60 18,363.78 449,066.38 

Table 3-5: Façade Retention Steel Line Item 
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Employing 104 cubic yards of normal weight concrete fulfilled the demand for dead weight anchoring on 

the structure. The cost for the entire steel retaining structure and concrete blocks totaled approximately 

$483,000. 

Line Number Description Unit Bare Material Bare Labor Bare Equipment Total O&P 

33053403850 
Structural 
Concrete 

C.Y. 22,389.12 5,987.28 46.80 33,913.36 

Table 3-6: Façade Retention Concrete Line Item 

Total Retaining Structure Cost 

Steel (Material) $ 338,320 

Steel (Assembly) $ 110,746 

Steel (Disassembly) $ 110,746 

Concrete $ 33,913 

Total: $ 593,726 

True Cost: $ 255,406 

Table 3-7: Retaining Structure Total Cost 

Although the upfront cost of the retention structure is approximately $500,000, the true cost of the 

process will only include the labor of assembling and disassembling the structure and the concrete 

materials. The steel materials utilized by the retention structure are an appropriate size to be utilized 

within the hotel itself. This reuse of materials will provide a savings of approximately $340,000. 

An additional cost to the façade retention process includes the demolition of the existing Plumber’s 

Union Building once the façade is retained. This cost is the smallest of the entire process and only 

attributes to approximately $257,000 of the entire process. 

Line Number Description Quantity Unit Bare Labor Bare Equipment Total O&P 

24116130600 Building Demolition 494,000 C.F. 83,980 113,620 256,880 

Table 3-8: Building Demolition Line Item 
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Therefore, the entire procedure of utilizing a façade retention structure and constructing a new 

structural system in place of the Plumber’s Union Building would cost approximately $2,575,163. 

Total Façade Retention Cost Estimate 

Demolition $ 256,880 

Façade Retention Structure $ 255,406 

Building Structure - New $ 2,062,877 

Total: $ 2,575,163 

Table 3-9: Façade Retention Total Cost 

 

RENOVATION ESTIMATE 

Two RSMeans items were determined to fit the type of renovation utilized by the construction team. 

Due to the wide difference in price through these items, an average of the two was utilized. An average 

of the maximum and minimum of each renovation item was utilized to determine the final average cost. 

Line Number Description Unit Bare Labor 
Bare 

Equipment 
Bare 
Total 

Total 
O&P 

24116190225 
Minor Building Deconstruction 

- Pre 1970, Average 
SF Flr. $93.75 $0.00 $93.75 $154.50 

24119211000 
Selective Demolition, Gutting, 

Building Interior, Average 
SF Flr. $4.10 $2.38 $6.48 $9.34 

Average 
Deconstruction / Selective 

Demolition - Average 
SF Flr. $48.93 $1.19 $50.11 $81.92 

Table 3-10: Renovation Line Items 

Thus, the average cost of renovation for the construction team consisted of $81.92 per square foot of 

floor area within the Plumber’s Union Building. This data was utilized to determine a square foot cost 

accuracy for the renovation process. 

Description Quantity Unit Bare Labor Bare Equipment Bare Total Total O&P 

Deconstruction / Selective 
Demolition - Average 

41,600 SF Flr $ 2,035,280 $ 49,400 $ 2,084,680 $ 3,407,872 

Table 3-11: Renovation Line Item - Average 
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Therefore a total cost of renovation for the Plumber’s Union Building was estimated to be approximately 

$3,407,872. This is higher than the total estimate for the façade retention process. The use of façade 

retention will create a savings of approximately $832,700 in direct construction costs. Total data can be 

found in Table 3-12. 

Method Cost 

Renovation $3,407,872 

Façade Retention $2,575,163 

Difference $832,709 

Table 3-12: Cost Comparison 

 

RENOVATION DURATION 

The second portion of the results comparison consists of analyzing the duration in which each process 

will require. The duration for the renovation process utilized by the construction team was estimated 

utilizing the same methods that were employed to estimate the cost of the renovation process. The two 

items gathered from RSMeans Cost Data were averaged to determine the labor hours required to 

renovate the Plumber’s Union Building. 

Line Number Description Unit Crew Daily Output Labor Hours 

24116190225 
Minor Building Deconstruction - Pre 1970, 

Average 
SF Flr. 6 Clab 20 2.56 

24119211000 
Selective Demolition, Gutting, Building 

Interior, Average 
SF Flr. B16 300 0.1095 

Average 
Deconstruction / Selective Demolition - 

Average 
SF Flr. 

 
160 1.33 

Table 3-13: Renovation Duration Line Item 

The critical path schedule for Sunnyvale Plaza reflected a total duration of 236 days for the renovation 

process. The collected RSMeans data requires 16.5 crews to reflect the correct duration by the 

construction schedule. This hypothetical number will be utilized to reflect similar crew sizes during the 

façade retention analysis. 
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Description Quantity Unit Crew Daily Output Labor Hours 

Deconstruction / Selective Demolition - 
Average 

41600 SF Flr. 16.5 x 4290 1889 

Table 3-13: Renovation Duration Line Item - Average 

1 Crew 16.5 Crews Unit 

31167 1889 Labor Hours 

3896 236 Days 

779 47 Weeks 

195 12 Months 

16 1 Years 

Table 3-14: Crew Size Comparison 

Thus, the actual renovation duration of 236 days set by the construction schedule is comparable to 

utilizing approximately 16.5 work crews through RSMeans Data. Utilizing this theoretical computation 

will allow for an accurate demolition and construction duration comparison for the façade retention 

process. 

 

FAÇADE RETENTION DURATION 

The first phase of the façade retention process consists of construction of the façade retention 

structure. This structure consists of approximately 6,268 linear feet of steel. The comparable duration of 

constructing the structural steel for the retaining structure requires approximately 16.5 days. It is 

estimated that the deconstruction of the retaining steel will also take approximately 16.5 days. This 

deconstruction process will not directly impact the construction schedule because it can be done at any 

time after the façade is connected to the structure. The comparable duration of pouring the concrete 

dead weight blocks consists of approximately 4 days. 

Line Number Description Quantity Unit Crew Output Labor Hours Days 

51223790250 W8x31 6268 L.F. E2 x 5 58.03 130.36 16.30 

Table 3-15: Façade Retention Steel Line Item 
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Line Number Description Quantity Unit Crew Output Labor Hours Days 

33053403850 
Structural 
Concrete 

104 C.Y. C14C x 5 6.93 31.05 3.88 

Table 3-16: Façade Retention Concrete Line Item 

The second phase of the façade retention process consists of the demolition of the Plumber’s Union 

Building behind the retained façade. The entire building fills approximately 494,000 cubic feet of space, 

of which requires approximately 124 labor hours to demolish. The comparable duration of demolition 

the entire union building requires approximately 15.5 days. 

Line Number Description Quantity Unit Crew Daily Output Labor Hours Days 

24116130600 
Building 

Demolition 
494000 C.F. 

B3 x 
16 

699.47 123.5 15.44 

Table 3-17: Building Demolition Line Item 

The final phase of the façade retention process consists of the construction of a new structure behind 

the retained façade. To develop an appropriate estimation for the duration in which the new 

construction would require, previous square foot estimate data was utilized. This data was employed 

utilizing the cost and size of the entire project. Utilizing this data will create a more accurate duration 

estimate concerning the additional structure. This data is most accurate because the additional 

structure will be constructed during the rest of the structural construction. Therefore, construction 

productivity will be higher than if the construction team was just building the Plumber’s Union Building. 

   Structural Duration: Days 75 

 
Labor Hours 600 

   Duration / SF: Days 0.00010 

 
Labor Hours 0.00080 

   Plumber's SF Per Floor 5,172.00 

 
Total: 41,376.00 

   Structural Duration: Days / Floor: 0.52 

 
Total Additional Duration: 4.13 

Table 3-18: New Construction Duration Extrapolation 
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Therefore, the addition of the Plumber’s Union Building structural frame to the entire project will create 

an extra 4.5 days of construction. Utilizing the façade retention process creates a total duration of 

approximately 36.5 days. This is substantially lower than the scheduled 236 days required to renovate 

the building.  

Total Façade Retention Duration 

Demolition 15.5 Days 

Retention Structure 16.5 Days 

Building Construction - New 4.5 Days 

Total:  36.5 Days 

Table 3-19: Total Façade Retention Duration 
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SCHEDULE ANALYSIS 

Although the durations are significantly different, it is important to analyze the phasing of the schedule 

to determine if there is actually any decrease in the critical path. While the Plumber’s Union Building 

does not fall directly within the critical path, it is possible to save time by completing work early. The 

existing schedule portrays the Level 8 structure being completed on May 6, 2013. This ensures that the 

new construction structure consisting of Level 0 through Level 7 are to be completed before May 6, 

2013.  

The schedule also shows the fit-out for the new construction of Level 6 beginning on April 25, 2013 and 

Level 7 beginning on April 8, 2013. These start dates vary between each level that is involved in the 

Plumber’s Union Building. Table 3-20 depicts each lead time determined between the new construction 

fit-out start dates and the renovation fit-out start dates for each level. The average lead-time for all 

seven levels totals approximately 30.3 workdays. Therefore, a schedule decrease of 30 workdays is 

determined to be available when utilizing the façade retention method. 

Fit-Out Start Dates 

Level PUB New 
Lead-Time  

(Workdays) 

1 May 9, 2013 February 18, 2013 57 

2 May 2, 2013 April 11, 2013 15 

3 May 9, 2013 March 21, 2013 35 

4 May 9, 2013 March 18, 2013 37 

5 May 9, 2013 March 11, 2013 42 

6 May 9, 2013 April 25, 2013 10 

7 April 30, 2013 April 8, 2013 16 

Table 3-20: Fit Out Schedule Analysis 

 

CONSTRUCTABILITY 

Another positive outcome of utilizing the façade retention method is the use of new construction 

materials. Through renovation the old, possible deteriorated, structural system is maintained to be 

reused. This creates less value for the hotel due to the possibility of failure earlier in the life of the hotel. 
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Utilizing new construction materials will create more value for the hotel structural system and increase 

the life expectancy of the structural system. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The façade retention method that was estimated and analyzed is approximately 230 faster and requires 

approximately $832,708 less than the renovation process. Although the façade retention method is 

substantially faster, only approximately 30 days can be decreased by the overall construction schedule. 

Utilizing the faster method will allow for the hotel to open earlier than the expected opening date and 

create more revenue for the hotel owner. The profitability of this opportunity is further analyzed in 

Analysis 4. 

The use of façade retention to maintain the historic features will allow the existing building to be 

completely destroyed and rebuilt with the rest of the hotel. This will create a less complex construction 

process while still maintaining the historic feature. The schedule duration will be reduced substantially 

due to the implementation into the entire building structural construction. This will also benefit in 

allowing the hotel to open early. This decrease in schedule is evaluated in the last analysis. 
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ANALYSIS 4: PROFITABILITY OF EARLY SCHEDULED OPENING 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

The hotel is forecasted to open approximately one month after The National Cherry Blossom Festival 

takes place. This festival consists of 25 days of events, ending just 18 days before the opening of the 

hotel. Due to the primary focus of the hotel being a convention center headquarters, a uniquely 

forecasted opening was not entirely explored. 

It is important to guarantee an on-time completion when forecasting an opening just before a national 

festival. Any delays in the hotel opening can result in problems arising from reserved guestrooms and 

events. Forecasting an opening date just before the national festival can allow for the hotel to fill 

capacity and charge higher rates for guestrooms. 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RESEARCH 

Research was conducted to gain a better understanding of hotel operations and expectations. This 

research will includes extensive guestroom rate data collection and interviews with hotel industry 

members. Guestroom rates were compiled from three similar hotels within the surrounding area. This 

will help improve the final process in which to forecast the hotel opening. 

 

 

Figure 4-1: Hotel Opening 

2-21-2014

Public Space 
Finishes Completed

3-28-2014

Cx & Testing Complete

Substantial Completion

4-25-2014

Hotel Open

March 20 – April 13: Cherry Blossom Festival 
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ANALYSIS GOALS 

The evaluation of an earlier opening date will create visual evidence towards the benefits of accelerating 

the construction schedule. Utilizing expansive data collected throughout the proximity of Sunnyvale 

Plaza will allow for a comprehensive analysis of the hotel rates that can be set for the extra duration 

that the hotel is available. Utilizing this analysis in conjunction with the façade retention analysis will 

show a benefit in accelerating the construction schedule. This result will show that utilizing the façade 

retention method, although more costly, will increase the schedule and allow for enough revenue to 

counteract the costs. 

 

PLANNING AND PROCEDURE 

The profitability of opening earlier than the festival was analyzed in one month increments from January 

20th to March 20th with the last month being aligned with the festival. This is to analyze the benefits of 

exceeding the one month decrease of the schedule duration. With this data, an increase in revenue can 

be calculated for the hotel for each extra month that the schedule in decreased. The primary target is to 

open at least one month in advance to create availability for the Cherry Blossom Festival. Hotel rates 

and occupancy during this festival are increased due to the high demand of tourists. Therefore, this 

timeframe creates the most profitable opportunity. 

The first half of March was separated to create a separate grouping for the specific festival dates. This 

will allow the analysis to reflect the difference between standard hotel rates throughout March and the 

increased hotel rates throughout the festival duration. 

Three hotels within the same hotel chain as Sunnyvale Plaza were monitored throughout the months of 

January, February, and March to determine the average rate for a standard hotel room across different 

durations between the reservation date and check-in date. The check-in dates were set every month to 

determine fluctuation throughout the beginning of the year. The three hotels that were chosen were of 

similar quality and proximity of Sunnyvale Plaza. 
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The average rates were then examined to determine an overall average rate for each month of the 

schedule. These averages were then multiplied by the amount of hotel rooms found in Sunnyvale Plaza. 

Therefore this analysis does not cover any revenue that may be earned through the restaurant, 

ballroom, or meeting room services. 

 

RESULTS 

The first hotel that was utilized to collect room rate data is just south of Sunnyvale Plaza and consists of 

16 floors, 796 guestrooms, and 13 suites. The hotel also contains 41 meeting rooms and a new lobby. 

This hotel was given a 3 out of 5 rating from popular travel services. This hotel is just smaller than 

Sunnyvale Plaza concerning guestrooms services. 

The rates did not fluctuate greatly throughout the various booking durations during the study. The room 

rates did grow as the booking date became closer to the festival dates and increased by almost $100 

during the festival. 

  Hotel 1 

  1/20/2014 2/20/2014 3/20/2014 

Date 
Checked 

Duration 
Until 

Rate 
Duration 

Until 
Rate 

Duration 
Until 

Rate 

12/16/2013 35 269.00 66 304.00 94 459.00 

12/30/2013 21 269.00 52 239.00 80 369.00 

1/13/2014 7 269.00 38 258.00 66 352.00 

1/27/2014     24 250.00 52 369.00 

2/10/2014     10 239.00 38 329.00 

2/24/2014         24 279.00 

3/10/2014         10 309.00 

Average   269.00   258.00   352.29 

Table 4-1: Hotel 1 Room Rate Data 

The second hotel that was utilized to collect room rate data is farther southwest of Sunnyvale Plaza and 

consists of 15 floors, 457 guestrooms, and 2 suites. The hotel also contains 14 meeting rooms, 2 
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concierge levels, and a new lobby. The hotel was also given a 3 out of 5 rating from popular travel 

services. With just 457 guestrooms, this hotel is less than half the size of Sunnyvale Plaza. 

Similarly to the first hotel study, the rates for Hotel 2 also did not fluctuate greatly throughout the first 

several months. The rates steadily grew through January and February, also increasing by almost $100 

during the festival duration. A pattern is begging to appear that rates do not substantially differ 

depending upon booking time, but definitely vary due to the date in which the hotel stay is booked. 

  Hotel 2 

  1/20/2014 2/20/2014 3/20/2014 

Date 
Checked 

Duration 
Until 

Rate 
Duration 

Until 
Rate 

Duration 
Until 

Rate 

12/16/2013 35 249.00 66 304.00 94 459.00 

12/30/2013 21 249.00 52 299.00 80 399.00 

1/13/2014 7 249.00 38 288.00 66 384.00 

1/27/2014     24 250.00 52 399.00 

2/10/2014     10 299.00 38 359.00 

2/24/2014         24 359.00 

3/10/2014         10 329.00 

Average   249.00   288.00   384.00 

Table 4-2: Hotel 2 Room Rate Data 

The third hotel that was utilized to collect room rate data is located much farther southwest of 

Sunnyvale Plaza compared to Hotel 1 and Hotel 2 and consists of 15 floors, 737 guestrooms, and 35 

suites. The hotel also contains 29 meeting rooms, and one concierge level. This hotel contains less 

guestrooms and meeting rooms than Sunnyvale Plaza, but more suites.  
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This hotel was typically more expensive to rent from than the other two hotels within the study. 

Between January and March, the rate for a standard guestroom increased by almost $150. The rate for a 

standard guestroom also increased by approximately $200 during the festival duration. 

  Hotel 3 

  1/20/2014 2/20/2014 3/20/2014 

Date 
Checked 

Duration 
Until 

Rate 
Duration 

Until 
Rate 

Duration 
Until 

Rate 

12/16/2013 35 264.00 66 304.00 94 459.00 

12/30/2013 21 264.00 52 304.00 80 459.00 

1/13/2014 7 264.00 38 301.00 66 402.00 

1/27/2014     24 250.00 52 349.00 

2/10/2014     10 349.00 38 399.00 

2/24/2014         24 399.00 

3/10/2014         10 349.00 

Average   264.00   301.60   402.29 

Table 4-3: Hotel 3 Room Rate Data 

The average rate between all three hotels was generally equal concerning the difference in quality and 

location. Hotel 3 increased at a higher rate as the festival dates grew closer, while Hotel 1 and Hotel 2 

increased at a smaller rate. The rate for a guestroom during the festival was fairy similar between Hotel 

1 and Hotel 2, and substantially higher for Hotel 3. The average increase in guestroom rates between 

January and February was only $22, while the increase from February to March was approximately 

$100. The average difference in rates between a typical March date and a festival date was 

approximately $110. Due to the high increase of guestroom rates in March, the first half of the month is 

enough to create as much revenue as January or February. The increased rate during the entire festival 

duration grosses the hotel more than 1.5 times the typical monthly revenue. The data shown in Table 4-

4 is based on a 100% occupancy.  
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Opening Rates - 100% Occupancy Average Rooms 
Revenue / 

Day 
100% Revenue 

/ Month 

January $269.00 $249.00 $264.00 $261.00 1175 $306,675.00 $9,506,925.00 

        
February $258.00 $288.00 $302.00 $283.00 1175 $332,525.00 $9,310,700.00 

        
1/2 March $353.00 $384.00 $403.00 $380.00 1175 $446,500.00 $8,483,500.00 

        
Festival $429.00 $449.00 $600.00 $493.00 1175 $579,275.00 $14,481,875.00 

Table 4-4: Hotel Revenue Analysis 

An income statement was utilized to determine the average profit margin within the last four years of 

business for the hotel chain. This report was generated by MorningStar, an independent market analysis 

firm and can be found in Appendix H. The gross profit over the past four years was averaged to 

determine a common rate for the market. The average profit margin was determined to be 

approximately 12.45%, slightly lower than most recent years. It should be noted that the past two years 

have had a substantial increase in profit margin compared to previous data. The data shown in Table 4-5 

depicts the change in profit over the past four years. 

Year Revenue Cost of Revenue Gross Profit Profit Margin 

2010 $11,691 $10,216 $1,475 12.62% 

2011 $12,317 $11,039 $1,278 10.38% 

2012 $11,814 $10,229 $1,585 13.42% 

2013 $12,784 $11,070 $1,714 13.41% 

Average $12,152 $10,639 $1,513 12.45% 

Table 4-5: Average Profit Data 

The occupancy data found in Table 4-6 was determined through an average occupancy and average 

daily room rate analysis conducted by the actual hotel chain. The average occupancy during a standard 

working day is approximately 66.4%. This occupancy was utilized to determine the occupancy of the first 

2.5 months of the year. The highest range of occupancy was approximately 88.1%, which was utilized to 

determine the occupancy for the festival duration. This higher occupancy is expected due to the high 

demand for tourism during the festival. It is very possible that during the festival the hotel reaches more 

than 88.1% occupancy, which will generate even more profit. Table 4-6 reflects the amount of profit 

that will be generated for the owner including profit margin and occupancy. 
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Opening Revenue / Day Rev / Month Profit Margin Occupancy Profit / Month 

January $306,675 $9,506,925 12.45% 66.4% $785,918 

      
February $332,525 $9,310,700 12.45% 66.4% $769,697 

      
1/2 March $446,500 $8,483,500 12.45% 66.4% $701,314 

      
Festival $579,275 $14,481,875 12.45% 88.1% $1,588,437 

Table 4-6: Hotel Profit Data 

Through the façade retention method utilized in Analysis 3, it was determined that the hotel can open 

on March 14, 2014 due to a duration decrease and schedule re-sequencing. This allows the hotel to 

open just four days before The National Cherry Blossom Festival. Although this creates very little 

opportunity for a soft opening, it allows the hotel to supply tourists with living accommodations for the 

entire duration of the festival. This generates approximately $1,590,000 in profit for the hotel owner. 

 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

The general conditions estimate was created utilizing a general project team format for the general 

contractor and conditions represented by the construction process. The general conditions estimate 

includes the field personnel on the project team, all temporary utilities utilized on the jobsite, insurance, 

scheduling, and other contingencies. Reed Construction Data RS Means Online was utilized to estimate 

the general conditions components. The estimate was scaled to approximate costs per work week for 

the project. A detailed general conditions estimate data can be found in Appendix I. 

 

Field Personnel 

The general contractor utilizes a unique project team. This project team consists of two field engineers 

and three office engineers.  There are also numerous levels of superintendents which include area 

superintendents, project superintendents, and general superintendents. The project also included 

project engineers, project managers, and executive project managers. Employing such an extensive 
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project team was necessary due to the complexity and size of the project. This produced a much larger 

field personnel cost. 

 Field Personnel: $ 6,103,750 

 

Office Trailers 

A minimal amount of trailers were utilized for the project team. The available area around the building 

perimeter was very small, and did not allow any room for office trailers. Therefore, trailers were staged 

on a neighboring parking lot and had minimal space to take advantage of. This produced a lower cost in 

office trailer use. 

 Office Trailers: $ 18,000 

 

Temporary Utilities 

The most extensive part of the temporary utilities was the power needed for the entire project and to 

light the entire building. All 22 floors were being utilized at the same time and needed temporary 

lighting. The temporary utilities included three tower cranes, one near each corner of the building. 

Other temporary utilities consist of restrooms, heating for two winters, fences, and waste management. 

 Temporary Utilities: $ 1,006,911 

Item Cost Percentage 

Temporary Utilities $ 1,006,911.00 5% 

Field Personnel $ 6,103,750.00 27% 

Table 4-7: General Conditions Items 

Utilizing the estimated cost per week for temporary utilities and field personnel, an average monthly 

savings of approximately $551,000 was determined. Aside from the general revenue of the hotel during 
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each extra day of operation, finishing the project early will create substantial savings due to decreased 

labor time. 

Item Cost Percentage 

Temporary Utilities / Week $ 111,721.72 5% 

Field Personnel / Week $ 25,975.00 27% 

Total Cost / Week $ 137,697.72 
 

Total Cost / Month $ 550,790.88 
 

Table 4-8: Total General Conditions Costs 

 

TOTAL SAVINGS 

The total savings that can be generate from an earlier opening involve the revenue from actual hotel 

operations and the decrease in general conditions costs due to a decreased schedule. Opening just in 

time for The Cherry Blossom Festival creates a revenue of approximately $14,481,875 and a profit of 

approximately $1,588,437. The decrease in general conditions creates a savings of approximately 

$550,790. Thus, the opening of Sunnyvale Plaza just before the festival generates a total profit of 

approximately $2,139,227. This data can be found in Table 4-9. 

Item Profit 

Early Opening $1,588,437 

General Conditions $550,790 

Total $2,139,227 

Table 4-9: Total Profit 

 

CONSTRUCTABILITY 

A primary concern when accelerating the schedule for a hotel is the involvement of such a high volume 

of employees. It will be important to maintain that the employees are trained well in advance to ensure 

that they are prepared for the opening day. This will need to be planned ahead of time if the 
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acceleration happens during the last phases of construction. There is much less of a concern if the 

forecasted opening is targeted during the planning stages of the construction process. 

A positive outcome of opening Sunnyvale Plaza just before The Cherry Blossom Festival is avoiding the 

risk of a low revenue opening. Hotel openings are preferred during a high revenue season to protect 

from the risk of business failure. Sunnyvale Plaza was originally forecasted to open for the summer due 

to the high business season. Opening just one month early will create a low-risk opening period due to 

the high revenue availability during the festival. The hotel will then be more secure for the summer. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that utilizing the façade retention method will create a suitable decrease in schedule 

to create substantial profit for the hotel owner. Utilizing this method will allow the hotel to open just 

before The National Cherry Blossom Festival and create approximately $2,139,277 in profit for the hotel 

owner. 
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Appendix A: 

Monthly Rainfall Data 
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Appendix B: 

Stormwater Harvesting System Takeoff 
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Appendix C: 

Water Rates & Metering 
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Appendix D: 

Annual Inflation Rate Research 
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Wind Load Factor Data 
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Structural Design Notes 
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Appendix G: 

Renovation / Demolition Takeoff Data 
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Appendix H: 

Income Statement 
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General Conditions Estimate 
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Existing General Conditions Table 

Item Quantity Unit Cost / Unit Total Cost 

Field Personnel     
Operations 

Manager 
190 Weeks $           3,825.00 $          726,750.00 

Executive Project 
Manager 

190 Weeks $           3,350.00 $          636,500.00 

Project Manager 190 Weeks $           2,900.00 $          551,000.00 
Project Engineer 190 Weeks $           2,325.00 $          441,750.00 
Office Engineer 

(3) 
570 Weeks $           2,050.00 $       1,168,500.00 

General 
Superintendent 

190 Weeks $           3,550.00 $          674,500.00 

Project 
Superintendent 

190 Weeks $           3,100.00 $          589,000.00 

Area 
Superintendent 

190 Weeks $           2,825.00 $          536,750.00 

Field Engineer (2) 380 Weeks $           2,050.00 $          779,000.00 

Temporary Utilities     
Power 342 CSF / Flr $               124.63 $             42,623.46 

Restrooms 48 Months $               222.42 $             10,676.16 
Heat 342 CSF / Flr $                 36.20 $             12,380.40 

Trailer 48 Months $               375.00 $             18,000.00 
Crane (3) 48 Months $         18,150.00 $          871,200.00 
Fencing 1400 L.F. $                   5.76 $               8,064.00 

Project Signs 250 S.F. $                 37.50 $               9,375.00 
Waste 

Management 
752 M.S.F. $                 46.00 $             34,592.00 

Subtotal    $       7,110,661.02 

Measurement & 
Verification 

0.25% % $    500,000,000 $       1,250,000.00 

Insurance     

Builder's Risk 0.50% % $    500,000,000 $       2,500,000.00 
General Liability 0.50% % $    500,000,000 $       2,500,000.00 

Payment & 
Performance Bond 

0.75% % $    500,000,000 $       3,750,000.00 

Scheduling 0.05% % $    500,000,000 $          250,000.00 
Miscellaneous 
Contingency 

1.0% % $    500,000,000 $       5,000,000.00 

Total Cost    $    22,360,661.02 
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Detailed General Conditions Table  

Item Quantity Unit  Cost / Unit   Total Cost  

Field Personnel         

Operations Manager 1 Weeks $3,825.00 $3,825.00 

Executive Project Manager 1 Weeks $3,350.00 $3,350.00 

Project Manager 1 Weeks $2,900.00 $2,900.00 

Project Engineer 1 Weeks $2,325.00 $2,325.00 

Office Engineer (3) 1 Weeks $2,050.00 $2,050.00 

General Superintendent 1 Weeks $3,550.00 $3,550.00 

Project Superintendent 1 Weeks $3,100.00 $3,100.00 

Area Superintendent 1 Weeks $2,825.00 $2,825.00 

Field Engineer (2) 1 Weeks $2,050.00 $2,050.00 

Temporary Utilities         

Power 342 CSF / Flr $124.63 $42,623.46 

Restrooms 0.25 Months $222.42 $55.61 

Heat 342 CSF / Flr $36.20 $12,380.40 

Trailer 0.25 Months $375.00 $93.75 

Crane (3) 0.25 Months $18,150.00 $4,537.50 

Fencing 1400 L.F. $5.76 $8,064.00 

Project Signs 250 S.F. $37.50 $9,375.00 

Waste Management 752 M.S.F. $46.00 $34,592.00 

Total Cost    $137,696.72 
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Bisalabisa2000. Pinned Steel Connection. Digital image. 3D Connection by Rivets. N.p., 10 Nov. 2007. 
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